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in the quarter-mile, and a governed top 
speed of 113 mph. While that’s roughly a 
dead heat with the last Ford Expedition we 
tested, the Blue Oval easily beats the 
GMC’s 70-to-zero-mph stopping distance 
and 0.75-g (inhibited by stability control) 
cornering ability. At the 40,000-mile final 
test, we discovered that launching this rig 
in four-wheel-drive mode trimmed 0.6 sec-
ond from both the zero-to-60-mph and 
quarter-mile-ET figures, moving it toward 
acceleration parity with the smaller and 
lighter Mercedes-Benz GL450 three-row 
transporter.

When it breaks free of parking maneu-
vers and the ol’ suburban cut-and-thrust, 
this GMC finds its comfort zone. The 
l onger you drive it, the less its dwelling-
sized dimensions annoy you. The V-8 is 
virtually silent in its work, even when half 
its cylinders go on furlough to save fuel. We 
were amazed to see the four-cylinder indi-
cator light up with a loaded trailer in tow at 
70 mph, at least on level ground. Our 
16-mpg overall mileage tied the aforemen-
tioned Benz. Multiply that fuel economy by 
the 30.9-gallon tank capacity and you’ve 
got enough range to leap whole states in a 
single bound.

Unfortunately Big Den’s transfer case 

RANTS
AND
RAVES
RON SESSIONS
The 15 mpg we got 
while towing 5000 
pounds at the speed 
limit is impressive; 
so is more than 20 
mpg cruising 
unloaded. 

DANIEL PUND
Looks grotesque to 
me, like a beady-
eyed brute. Was 
bothered by the 
steering wheel’s 
offset to the left of 
the driver’s seat 
only in theory but 
not in practice. 

JARED GALL
Third-row bench 
seat is like riding on 
a crate in the bed of 
a pickup, except for 
outward visibility, 
which is blocked by 
the fattest C-pillar 
in the business. No 
wonder rear-most 
kids plant their 
faces in tablets, 
laptops, or the DVD 
screens. 

RUSTY 
BLACKWELL
Cubbies, bins, and 
power points 
abundantly served 
our four-person 
household on a  
trip to Tennessee. 
At Tail of the 
Dragon, handling 
and body control 
were decent for 
such an immense 
beast. Unless the 
highest allowable 
gear was manually 
selected, the 
transmission 
tended to be 
searching on 
mountain roads. 

JEFF SABATINI
Parking poses a 
problem, prompting 
me to conclude that 
this vehicle has 
crossed the line into 
too-bigness. 
Relative to its 
exterior 
dimensions, the 
cargo hold provides 
little room versus 
the packaging 
provided by a 
Chrysler minivan. 

NATHAN 
SCHROEDER
On long trips, this 
SUV devours miles 
in huge chunks, like 
Kobayashi 
consuming hot 
dogs. It’s so large 
that driving it 
around town scares 
the hell out of me. 

 SPE CI F IC AT IONS
VEHICLE TYPE: front-engine, rear/4-wheel-
drive, 8-passenger, 4-door hatchback
PRICE AS TESTED  .........................  $74,030 
BASE PRICE  .................................  $69,375
ENGINE TYPE: pushrod 16-valve V-8, 
aluminum block and heads, direct fuel injection
DISPLACEMENT  ...............  376 cu in, 6162 cc
POWER  .......................  420 hp @ 5600 rpm
TORQUE  ....................  460 lb-ft @ 4100 rpm
TRANSMISSION  ......  6-speed automatic with 

manual shifting mode
WHEELBASE  .................................  130.0 in 
LENGTH  .......................................  224.3 in 
WIDTH  ..........................................  80.5 in 
HEIGHT  ..........................................  74.4 in
PASSENGER VOLUME  ....................  176 cu ft 
CARGO VOLUME  ...........................  39 cu ft 
CURB WEIGHT  ..............................  6060 lb
POWER CONSUMED @ 70 MPH  ..........  44 hp 
POWER CONSUMED @ 100 MPH  ........  106 hp

WARRANTY 
3 years/36,000 miles bumper to bumper
5 years/100,000 miles powertrain
3 years/36,000 miles corrosion protection
6 years/100,000 miles rust-through protection
5 years/60,000 miles roadside assistance

MODEL-YEAR CHANGES
2015.5: GM’s new eight-speed auto is fitted to 
all Denalis built after October 2014.
2016: Improved infotainment system 
with Apple CarPlay, capless fuel filler, new 
automatic lane keeping and headlamp high-
beam control.

 C/D  T E ST R E SU LTS
PERFORMANCE  NEW 40,000
ZERO TO 60 MPH  ..........................  6.5 sec  ..........  5.9 sec
ZERO TO 100 MPH  .............................  16.2 sec  ............  15.4 sec
ROLLING START, 
5–60 MPH ...........................................  6.8 sec  ............. 6.6 sec
1/4-MILE  .........................................  15.1 sec  .........  14.5 sec
 @ 96 mph  ......  @ 97 mph
BRAKING, 70–0 MPH  ............................  189 ft  ................  181 ft
ROADHOLDING,  
300-FT-DIA SKIDPAD  .........................  0.75 g*  ............. 0.75 g*
TOP SPEED (GOVERNOR LIMITED)  .....................................  113 mph
EPA FUEL ECONOMY, CITY/HWY  .............................  14/20 mpg
C/D-OBSERVED FUEL ECONOMY  ...........................  16 mpg
UNSCHEDULED OIL ADDITIONS  .......................................  0 qt

OPERATING COSTS  (FOR 40,000 MILES)
SERVICE (5 SCHEDULED, 2 UNSCHEDULED) .............................  $245
NORMAL WEAR  ..................................................................  $0
REPAIR  ...............................................................................  $0
GASOLINE (@ $3.16 PER GALLON)  .......................................  $7900

DAMAGE AND DESTRUCTION
WINDSHIELD REPLACEMENT ..........................................  $580

LIFE EXPECTANCIES  (ESTIMATED FROM 40,000-MILE TEST)
TIRES  ..................................................................  55,000 miles 
FRONT BRAKE PADS  ...........................  more than 100,000 miles
REAR BRAKE PADS  .............................  more than 100,000 miles

WHAT BITS AND PIECES COST
HEADLAMP  ...................................................................  $1295
ENGINE AIR FILTER  ..........................................................  $40
OIL FILTER  ..........................................................................  $6
WHEEL  ...........................................................................  $597
TIRE   ...............................................................................  $236
WIPER BLADES (LEFT/RIGHT/REAR)  ...........................  $12/$12/$12
FRONT BRAKE PADS  ........................................................  $112
*Stability-control inhibited.

2015 GMC YUKON 
XL DENALI 4WD

Right: The Denali’s inconveniently high load 
floor is a consequence of its rudimentary 

rear suspension. Still, it’s awfully roomy.
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